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West and Central Africa | Floods

**Impact since late July**
Source: UN OCHA as of 8 September, DG ECHO as of 15 September

- **Fatalities**
- **Affected people** (IDPs* included)
- **Displaced families**
- **Destroyed houses**

**Past rainfall accumulation (mm)**
Source: NASA GPM
28 July – 15 September

**Flooded area**
Source: NASA MODIS, UNITAR

**Disaster Charter activation ID**
672

**UNITAR activations ID**
1121, 3118, 3117, 3113

**Settlements**
Source: JRC GHSL

**Country border**

---

Ghana was affected by floods also due to releases from the Bagré Dam in the neighbouring Burkina Faso, which began in mid-August (Source: UN OCHA).
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